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Model-independent reionization observables in the CMB
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We represent the reionization history of the universe as a free function in redshift and study the potential for
its extraction from cosmic microwave background~CMB! polarization spectra. From a principal component
analysis, we show that the ionization history information is contained in 5 modes, resembling low-order
Fourier modes in redshift space. The amplitudes of these modes represent a compact description of reionization
observables in the CMB, easily predicted given a model for the ionization fraction. Measurement of these
modes can ultimately constrain the total optical depth, or equivalently the initial amplitude of fluctuations to
the 1% level regardless of the true model for reionization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe~WMAP!
experiment@1# has recently detected the reionization of t
Universe through the large-angle polarization of the cos
microwave background~CMB!. Rescattering of CMB radia
tion bearing a quadrupole temperature anisotropy leads
small linear polarization which is then correlated with t
temperature anisotropy itself. It was through this cro
correlation that WMAP measured the total optical depth
Thomson scattering,t50.1760.04 @1#.

The CMB power spectra potentially contain more info
mation than the optical depth integrated over the whole i
ization history@2#. Unfortunately, the nature of the ionizin
sources is not currently well understood~e.g. @3#, cf. @4#!,
and therefore the detailed ionization history should not
treated in the traditional CMB approach of adding we
motivated model parameters to a parameter estimation ch
Attempts to do so can result in biases and conflicting resu
For example, using an ionization history derived from a p
ticular numerical prescription@5# it was found that the par
tially ionized epoch was undetectable in the CMB, wh
analyses using semianalytic models@6,7# showed that the
predicted multiple epochs of reionization and partial reco
bination can be detected@8,9#. As another example, by as
suming an overly simplistic step function model for reioniz
tion, the total optical deptht in the semianalytic models ca
be misestimated by up to a few 1022 @9#; while not a large
amount it is already approaching the statistical errors in
first year WMAP data.

These uncertainties argue for a more model-indepen
approach to the phenomenology of reionization in the CM
In this paper, we begin by considering a complete basis
the ionization history in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we employ
principal component analysis to isolate the CMB reionizat
observables. Throughout we work in a flat cold dark ma
model with a cosmological constant (LCDM) cosmology
with h50.72, Vmh250.145,Vbh250.024 andn51. In the
absence of systematic errors, most of the ionization his
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information comes from the power spectrum of theE-mode
polarizationC,

EE as opposed to the temperature-polarizat
cross correlation measured by WMAP@10# and for simplicity
we will here consider only this power spectrum. Neverth
less the main results are applicable to the cross power s
trum as well.

II. MODEL-INDEPENDENCE

To zeroth order, the total Thomson optical depth pa
metrizes the effects of reionization independently of the s
cific model for the ionization history. Firstly, the acoust
peaks in the CMB power spectra are lowered bye2t in am-
plitude. Because the effect is degenerate with a change in
initial normalization of the curvature fluctuationsdz , it is
absorbed into fixing the combinationdze

2t. Secondly, res-
cattering generates large angle temperature fluctuat
through the Doppler effect and thirdly, it generates lar
angle polarization. Both generative effects have an rms
depends mainly ont but since the primordial polarization i
free of large angle contributions, it is the better probe
reionization. Finally there are further signals from inhom
geneous scattering that appear beyond the damping ta,
*2000) but whose phenomenology is inextricably tied to
model for the ionizing sources; we will not consider the
further here.

In detail, the residual temperature and polarization effe
depend on the reionization history, mainly through a sen
tivity to the horizon scale at the epoch of rescattering@11#.
We assume the hydrogen ionization fractionx to be a free
function of redshift. A complete basis for this function can
formed from a series of delta functions in redshift. We a
proximate this series as Kronecker delta functionsdx(zi)
spaced byDz with linear interpolation between the poin
~see Fig. 1!. The spacing is chosen to capture all of the
formation in the CMB and also be sufficiently fine to repr
duce features in the ionization model. We takeDz51
throughout.

A specific model can then be represented as a sum
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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the delta function modes in the approximation of linear
terpolation between the points. Consider a fiducial ionizat
history with a hydrogen ionization fraction ofx51, zi<7;
x50.5, 7,zi,26; x5xrec, zi>26 wherexrec('0) is the
ionization fraction coming out of standard recombinati
~see Fig. 1!. Compare that to a step function ionization wi
x51, zi<17 andxrec zi.17 ~Fig. 1!. Both models havet
'0.17 but differ in the coherence scale of the polarizati
These two models are clearly distinguishable in princi
~see Fig. 2, top! and so more information than the optic
depth can be extracted from precise measurements@2,9#.

The parametersx(zi) may be simply appended to th
usual CMB parameter estimation chain but that approach
several drawbacks. TheDz spacing of the points is arbitrar
and moreover forDz51 the parameters are highly degene
ate and would cause numerical problems in a likeliho
analysis. To see this, consider the effect of a delta-func
perturbation to the fiducial ionization history given abo
and quantify the response in the power spectrum as a tran
matrix

T, i[
] ln C,

EE

]x~zi !
, ~1!

where we vary 7,zi,26 as motivated by the range in re
shift over which reionization is expected to occur@3#. The
derivative is calculated by a double-sided finite difference
dx50.05. This matrix may be viewed as a transfer funct
for small perturbations from the fiducial model. The ma
feature is that perturbations at relatively low redshift app
at low , and those at high redshift at high,. The perturba-
tions also introduce ringing into the power spectrum which
retained in the full model. Because neighboring reds
modes produce similar responses in the power spectr
there exists a degeneracy in the recovery ofdx(zi).

Under the linear approximation, we can pose the inve
problem as the recovery ofdx(zi) from the linear response

FIG. 1. Hydrogen ionization fractionx as a function of redshift
z in the fiducial model~thick!, traditional step function ionization
~dashed! and delta-function perturbations~thin, normalized to re-
flect the transfer function calculation!.
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whereN, represents noise sources. Instrumental noise p
ers that roughly bracket the expectations for WMAP a
Planck@12# are shown in Fig. 2 but systematic effects su
as residual foreground contamination will likely domina
the errors. With a characterization of the statistical proper
of the noise and a regularization of the reconstructed sig
e.g. by placing a smoothness criteria onx(zi) through a two-
point prior, standard techniques such as Wiener filtering
low for model reconstruction. It is important to take a fid
cial model that is close to the observed power spectrum s
linear response will only hold for small perturbations. It w
also be important below in that the cosmic variance of
assumed signal sets the fundamental noise in the recons
tion. We chose a fiducial model with an ionizationx(zi)
50.5 in the parametrized regime so that, neglecting heli
reionization@6#, the maximal excursion from the model
dx(zi)50.5.

As a worst case scenario consider the reconstruction
the step function ionization in Fig. 1 from the fiducial mode
dx(zi) and the transfer matrix. Here all of the paramete
x(zi) are offset from the fiducial choice by the maximu
value. The predicted power spectrum is shown in das
lines in Fig. 2~top!. Note the agreement is still quite good
the peak of the power but fails in the low signal regim
where small errors in the transfer function lead to large fr

FIG. 2. Top:E-mode polarization power spectrum for: the fid
cial model of Fig. 1~thick!; the step function model~thin!; the step
function model with deviations transferred onto the fiducial mo
~dashed!; instrumental noise powerwP

21/2 ~denoted inmK-arcmin!
that roughly brackets expectations from WMAP and Planck~long
dashed!. Noise and sampling errors per, are reduced by (,
11/2)1/2. Bottom: the transfer function or fractional power spe
trum response to a delta function perturbation of unit amplitude
8<zi<25.
1-2
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tional effects. Still, given realistic measurement noise and
iterated choice of fiducial model, the linear response appr
mation can provide a useful tool for analyzing the data
detailed consideration is beyond the scope of this work.
stead we will show that a modification of the forward a
proach suffices to extract essentially all of the information
the CMB.

III. CMB OBSERVABLES

To better quantify the information contained in the pow
spectrum, let us consider the ultimate limit of an all-sky e
periment that is cosmic variance limited. The variance of
power spectrum is then given by

^dC,
EEdC,8

EE&5
2

2,11
~Cl

EE!2d,,8 ~3!

and hence the covariance of the ionization parame
^dx(zi)dx(zj )&'(F21) i j , where

Fi j 5(
,

~,11/2!T, iT, j ~4!

is the Fisher matrix. The structure of the transfer matrix i
plies a large covariance between estimates ofdx(zi) and
renders the delta-function representation difficult to visu
ize.

Consider instead the principal component representa
based on the orthonormal eigenvectors of the Fisher ma
decomposed as

Fi j 5(
m

Simsm
22Sj m . ~5!

For a fixedm, the Sim specify linear combinations of th
dx(zi) for a new representation of the data

mm5(
i

Simdxi , ~6!

where the covariance matrix of the mode amplitudes is gi
by

^mmmn&5sm
2 dmn . ~7!

In other words, the eigenvectors form a new basis tha
complete and yields uncorrelated measurements with v
ance given by the inverse eigenvalue. The largest eigen
ues correspond to the minimum variance directions and
first 5 are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3. The first t
correspond essentially to the average ionization at high
shift and low redshift respectively. The lower panel sho
the directions with the 5 highest variances. Here neighbo
delta modes with similar responses compensate each oth
leave the observable power spectrum unchanged. The rm
each mode is shown in Fig. 4. Because the ionization fr
tion cannot be negative and the amplitude of each mod
;0.5, only the first 5 modes withsm&1 have useful infor-
mation. An added benefit of the principal component rep
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sentation is that the structure in the lowest modes is invar
under refinement of the binning schemeDz. In , space, the
first mode controls the high, power, the second the low,
power and the third through fifth adjust the ringing in th
spectrum.

These eigenmodes provide a good meeting ground
tween observations and models. The amplitudemm of these 5
best modes may be added to the usual CMB parameter
mation chain and the results compared to model predicti
for mm without significant loss of information. As an ex
ample, in Fig. 5 we have represented a complex ioniza
history ~inset, thick-dashed! through its first 1 through 5
eigenmodes. For this ionization history the first 3 eige
modes suffice to recover the observable power spectrum.
temperature polarization cross spectra converge simila

FIG. 3. Eigenmodes.~a! 5 best~decreasing eigenvalue thick t
thin! constrained eigenmodes or linear combinations of ionizat
history. ~b! 5 worst constrained eigenmodes.

FIG. 4. Eigenmode statistics. Top curve: rms errorsm on mode
amplitude; dashed line represents a physicality prior onx; only the
first 5 modes contain interesting information. Bottom curve: opti
depth per unit-amplitude modetm . Middle curve: rms error on tota
optical depth shown as the cumulative contribution from mod
<m; dashed line represents the physicality prior onx.
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Note that in the eigenmode analysis the assumed ioniza
fraction can go unphysically negative but this causes no
ficulty for a Boltzmann code and no ambiguity once inte
preted as a mode amplitude.

Finally it is interesting to consider the implications for th
total optical depth or equivalently errors on the initial amp
tude of fluctuationss ln dz

'st . A precise normalization of the
initial conditions is crucial to dark energy studies utilizin
the evolution of structure@13#. Each principal componen
mode perturbs the total optical depth by

dtm5(
i

Sim

dt i

dx~zi !
, ~8!

wheredt i is the contribution to the optical depth from b
zi . This quantity is shown in Fig. 4~lower curve!. The best

FIG. 5. Representation of an arbitrary ionization history with t
first 5 eigenmodes. Inset: ionization history in the true model~thick
dashed! compared with representation with 1 to 5 eigenmod
~solid, increasing thickness! away from the fiducial model~thin
dashed!. Main panel: resulting prediction for the power spectru
With three or more modes the prediction is indistinguishable fr
the true model.
R

er
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constrained mode bears at uncertainty of 0.0026. Note tha
although the rms uncertainty in the higher modes is large,
optical depth contributed by them is compensatingly sm
Given that the total optical depth variation isdt
5(mtmmm , the total variance is given byst

25(mtm
2 sm

2 .
We plot in Fig. 4 the cumulative variance from increasing t
number of modes included in the sum. The contributions
again dominated by the first few modes and placing a p
of sm,1 against unphysical values ofx is enough to elimi-
nate the small contribution from the higher modes. Th
even with an arbitrary ionization history, the total optic
depth can in principle be measured tost'0.01 by an ideal
experiment. Note that this is an uncertainty due to cosm
variance and not a bias. In the example of Fig. 5, the to
optical depth with 0, 2 and 4 modes ist50.1732, 0.1498,
0.1379 compared with a true optical depth oft50.1375.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have studied the effect of an arbitrary ionization h
tory on the CMB polarization power spectrum and sho
that the information lies in 5 broadly distributed modes
redshift. We have taken a complete basis for a range of
shifts 7,z,26 but this can be extended as needed. T
amplitude of these modes represents a compact descrip
of the observable properties of reionization in the CMB a
can be easily predicted as a filtered version of any giv
model for the ionization fraction. They can therefore serve
a model-independent tool for data analysis and model t
ing. They also can ultimately remove any bias in the m
surement of the total optical depth, or equivalently the init
amplitude of fluctuations, leaving a residual uncertainty fro
cosmic variance at the 1% level.
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